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in Latin America,
Infant mortality in Bolivia is the 	highest 

to 213/1000 in 1984. The
 

and has increased from 150/1000 in 1972 
among the OLIechua population living i, the 

highest rate is found 

Bolivia initiated
high valleys (277/1000)". 	 During the 1980s, 


child survival themes among the adult

massive campaions promoting 


population, particularly in the area of vaccinations. In spite of
 

resulting dehydration is

these efforts, diarrheal disease and 

in children under the ageresponsible for two-thirds of all deaths 
of Public Health estimatedof five. In 1985 the Bolivian Ministry 

age group suffer from thethat 24% of all children 	 in, this 
of the 

occurrence of diarrhea at an, given 	 time. and as much as 5% 
against polio, diphtheria, andpopulation may not yet be immunized 

other
measles. Malnutrition is a major contributing factor to 

The National Institute ofof death in children. 

that one in two Bolivian
 

causes 

Alimentation and Nutrition estimates 


the age of five suffers from some degree of

children under 

malnutrition.
 

the

Physicians and medical anthropologists agree that two 

of 


in Bolivia are (a) the

principle obstacles to improved health 


(b)
malnutrition and infection, 	and
synergism that exists between 

because of widespread
resistance to non-traditional interventions 


lack of knowledge and poor intercultural
misinformation, a general 

of these barriers can, however, be overcome


communication. Both 

In 1989, the USAID/Bolivia funded


through appropriate education. 

feasibility of


Radio Education Project (REP) decided to test the 


model called "interactive-radio
using an alternative-instructional 

to teach easily applicable health concepts and
 instruction" (IRI) 


behaviors to upper primary-school children.
 

By using interactive radio to target children in the formal
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school environment (rather than traditional media to 
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which integrates basic knowledge in
 
instructional methodology 

health with practical act-Lvities that children can do for 

attitude modeling andThe result is a combination of
themselves. 
change. "Diarrhea Prevention and Oral Rehydration . was

behavior 

the test module because of its relevance
selected as the subje-t of 


ongoinq Child SUrvival activit.es in Bolivia. Cochabamba, a
 
to 


site

city in the hicjh cer,Lril valley. was chosen as the test 


because of its large bicultural/bi lingual population (Duechua),
 

nroblems
prolifer6tion of s0uatter settlements, and notoriety for 


relati-g to water contamination and availability.
 

The Child-to-Child AproEch.
 

in departure from traditional projects wh_-ch target the adult 

population, particularly womel7 oi child-bearing age, the Radio 

Health curriculum was desiQned for upoer-Qrimar.'/-school children 

who often act as
 
in the 8-13 age group (fourth and fifth grade) 


household activities
caretakers for younger siblings and engage in 


These older children
relating to food preparation ad sanitation. 


the health and nutrition of their younger
have a major influence on 

have the ability to make


siblings, and it is critical that they 


decisions and to provide responsible care. In addition,
informed 

learn healtfi concepts and practices at a young
children who basic 


age are more likely to maintain them as parents.
 

Interactive-Radio Instruction.
 

Experience in a number of projects around the world has
 

cost
demonstrated the "inter-active-radio methodology" to be a 


the efficiency, accessibility,
effective mechanism for improving 


and quality of education systems in developing countries. 
PreviOus
 

projects have shown that interactive radio can effectively teach
 

mathematics, science, reading and writing to children in the formal
 

setting; however, its application in the field of

and nonformal 


health had never been tested.

can be found in
The most extensive research-to-date on IRI 


the three-volume collection Radio Mathematics in Nicaragua, 
Patrick
 

Suppes, Barbara Searle. and Jamesine Friend, eds. 
(Stanford, Calif:
 

Institute for Mathematical Studies in the
 
Stanford Unive-sity, 


1978; Vol 3, 1980).

Social Sciences, Vol 1, 1976; Vol 2, For
 

of IRI in Bolivia see
to the application
information specific 

Evaluation: Second-Grade


Michelle Fryer, First-Year SLummative 

LearninQ Occasional Paper
Radio, Bolivia, RadioMathematics by 

Dean Jamison, Barbara
 
Series (Education Development Center. 1989). 


Galda, and Stephen Heyneman compare the effects of
 
Searle. Klaus 


IRI and of textboo-ks on student learning in Imvroving Elementary
 
of the
in Nicarag9a.1: An E,perimental Study

Mathematics EdLJcat-on 
Radio on Achievement, JOurnal of 

Impact of Te>tbo,oks and 

73. No. 4, pp 556-567, 1981); whereas
 
Educational Fsychology (Vol 

Marlaine Lockheed and Erick Hanushek assess the efficiency of Iii 

http:activit.es


lessons are designed to provide direct
 
Interactive-radio 


each interactive-radio
students. Traditionally,
to
instruction 
 reinforced
 
a 25 minute radio broadcast which is 
lesson consists of 


minute postbroadcast session. The
 
by the teacher during a 20 


day of the school year, help
 
are broadcast every
programs, which 


the use of stories,

the classroom atmosphere thrOLgh
to enliven 


physical efercises which
 
learning activities, games, and 


songs, 
 in the learning
of students
the active participation
invite 
 subject
 
process. 
 In addition, teachers' own knowledge of basic 


instructional-radio programs and
 matter is reinforced through the 


complementary postbroadcast activities.
 

Interactive radio received its name from 
the creative approach
 

which gives one the impression of a rapid
of its broadcast style 


and the student.
the "radio teacher" (RT)

fire dialogue between 


programmed instruction to immediately
The radio lessons. which use 

new concepts and to reinforce students'
 

question students about 


responses with the correct answer, lead students to subject mastery
 

On the average.

inductive and participatory activities.
through 
 25 seconds.
the radio every
to instruction by
children respond 


respond orally to questions

Each program calls upon the students to 


and practice sessions, sing
presented in short stories and in drill 


write key concepts in their notebooks, read from
 
learning songs, 
 in problem

or from special worksheets, engage

the blackboard 
 For example:
physical activities.

solving exercises, and join in 


a young
how much liquid should you give
RT : Children, 

child with diarrhea?
 

"One liter each day")
for student response -
Pause : ... (4" 

you give children with diarrhea all of
 

: And should 

little by little?
 

RT 

the liquid aL once, or 


little")

: ... (4" for student response - "Little by


Pause 
 a
that you should continue feeding
: If you believe
RT 

child with diarrhea, raise your hand.
 

teacher training and
 
and other instructional interventions 

such as 

in Developing

in Improving Educational Efficiency
peer tutoring 


What Do We Knosv? World Bank Reprint Series (No. 435, 
Countries: 

use of IRI in second-language instruction is documented 1989). The 
Radio in Kenya, IauriceRadio: interactivein Teaching English by 

Academy for
 
Imhoof and Philip Christensen, eds. 

(Washington, D.C.: 

Community Basicand Radio-Assisted

Educational De,,elopment, 1986); 


Education (RADECO), Ruth Eshgh, James Hoxeng, 
Johanna Provenzano,
 

PA: Duquesne University

eds. (Pittsburgh,
end Beatriz Casals, 


IRI to teach children in the
 
Press, 1988) focuses on using 

IRI

The most comprehensive review of all 


nonformal environment. 

RadLo Instruction: 

to date can be found in Interactiveactivities 
A.I.D. Science andBasic Education,
Confronting Crisis in 

Technology in Development Series (Washington, D.C. : Agency for 

Internati.onal Development, 1990).
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Pause : ... (4" for student response, but few children raise
 

their hands as this is not traditional practice.)
 
us ask
RT : Children, lower your hands and let 


cares for children with
 
grandmother how she 

diarrhea.
 

in which Grandmother,
Gdmthr: ... (Four minute raoio drama 

lEader ir the Duechua
 a traditional opinioi 


answers the above Questions and presentscommunity, 
the children are later
new inlormation on which 


drilled.)
 

became the first country in South Ameri.ca tcoin 1987. Bolivia 
radio to teach mathematics at the prmary-schooluse interactive 

level, ard in 1999 they became the first country in the world to 

apply this methodology to prrn,,--schcoi -heaItri education. 7his 
in 250year, approximately 10,000 fourth and IiIth-grabe students 

the Radio Heaith lessons.
schools will participate in 


larqet Audience Assessment.
 

Because of the sensitivity of teaching primary health care in
 

a country as socially, culturally, and geographically complex 
as
 

research had to be conducted to establish a

Bolivia, 	background 


profile of the target audience. Prior to starting any

baseline 


literature on diarrheal
curriculum-development activities, current 


disease and oral rehydration was reviewed. Ir. E.livia, studies by
 

of Public Health anO project Oocuments relating to
the Ministry 

and local experts with
child-survival activities were analyzed 


health education were interviewed. All ethnographic
experience in 

to cultural practices in
and anthropological studies relating 


insight
health, specifically to diarrhea, were examined to gain 


into intervention acceptance and rejection by specific population
 

groups. Based upon this preliminary data, the curriculum team was
 

context -for developing
to beoin 	to define the socio-cultural
able 

the Radio Health lessons.
 

the design of an appropriate health-education
To ensure 

relevant and practical, REP


curriculum which is both culturally 

population's
field research into the target
conducted extensive 


health proolems and interventions. Since

perception of specific 


influenced by socio
health practices and dietary habits are 


cultural 
 beliefs, an anthropologi.st was contracted to conduct
 
from the


individual and focus-group interviews with 50 parents 


objective of the interviews was to gain

target area. The 


parents' understanding of basiL health
additional baseline data on 

myths related to diarrhea and nutrition,
concepts, their belief in 


sex roles -elating
health and sanitation praczices. and
community 

family health and nutrition activities and decisions. 

An equal

to 

number of children were also interviewed about their perceptions
 

of health problems and practices, household responsibilities, 
home

life, and sibling care.
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the contextual reality of the
 
To gain first-hand knowledge of 


children in the target group, the health team visited 
participating
 

to evaluate how
 
communities to observe common sanitation practices; 


their water sLupplieS; and to
and care for
families acquire, use, 

on outreach activities. They


interview community health workers 

to gather additional
 

also observed classes in neighborhood schools 

scholastic achievement; and


students' levels of
information about 

games and drawing


participated in recreational activities such as 


more about students' interests, motivations, and
 
to learn 


interpretation of specific words and images.
 

Curriculum Development.
 

are 	frequently
Children living in marginal-urban settlements 
Health education, however,
the victims of Bolivias health crises. 


the official urban curriculum. Because Bolivian
is not included in 

Health


schools use the trimester system. we developed the Radio 


a modular format consisting of 10 lessons

intervention using 


theme that could be taLght once a week during
related to a common 


science class, physical education, or home economics. In addition
 

the prooram, we also adapted the method
 to modifying the format of 

to suit slightly older students.


used in the mathematics program 


rather than group responses were intensified, role-play
Individual 

radio lessons, and stories
 

activities were incorp'orated into the 


were used to dramatically illustrate important messages.
 

the module was the
 
Selection of the behavioral objectives of 


the curriculum development process. Using the
 
first task in 


a guide, the health team identified activities
 baseline profiles as 

hygiene, household sanitation, and caretaking


related to personal 

the 8-13 age group can do for themselves, or that
 that 	children in 


In order to select
 or teach to younger siblings.
they 	can do for 

could be influenced
behaiors which as a
 

using

those diarrhea-related 


of health education, each activities was evaluated 


based upon the HEALTHCOM "Principles of
result 

the following criteria, 


Behavior" index':
 

with existing practices
(a) 	 compatibility of behaviors and
 

beliefs;
 
by target audience (better health,


(b) 	 perceived benefit 

among peers and parents);
self-esteem, credibility 


(c) 	 ease of instruction;
 

(d) 	 immediacy of benefit;
 
locally available


Ce) 	 real and perceived costs (use of 


materials);
 

(f) 	 ease of implementation;
 

(g) 	 impact (high);
 

4 For more information about activities and resources funded
 

contact the Academy for Educational Development,
through HEALTHCOMI, 

Washington, D.C.
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The final list of targeted behaviors included: 

of personal waste;
(a) 	 handwashina and the internment 


garbage disposal and food preparation;
(b) 

and purification;
(c) 	 water acquisition. usaqe, 


health care relating to the preparation and 
(d) 	 primary 


of oral rehydration solutions.
administration 

and attitudes antecedent to the
Identifying the nnw)edoe 

repith behaviors was the next step in 
practice of the desired 

Since healtti behaviorsthe hea! th-education curriculum.developina r 
and 	catin hobit". ore ifnl2L!nI-,ed b' sc cio-cu!tu a l beiieis and 

attitudeS. the scriptwtvriters' ability to 	 intecrate these oeliefs
 

tne eliective design of

into 	 acceptable mcrLsZIeCs .tas cr'itical Or 

the fi,- u1r lulum. 

and ,On ba.hCecom. 
W.h hand. beiaon eatinq after tv Ithe~.hAsvorfl 


to nqrwsi~ttt'.d 4 rlirtv hand 2*#d i~c 

a pectal place ior pweronal waste, bury aaste when 
frD-1natufltha'or: 
po Qlble.
 

JO S PQU r,. l ...Avtc 	 Car Ict tCL-OZZ0%Vir
Krow~o 
nd f.c r..dirt-. it b d to dispose Cf , on-l waSte
 

°,,,.,.do, Urin.. .
 
a c- s it.1 t, -flifts. 

-1,5Wr0 ot,-er1 can %0LICh* It. -here isor it 

. HOc,.hold Sa.r itatiO nl 

- F1i all continers, avoid contamination, puiy -FOr 
Daha~lDrt Water 


children
can entewr %ha body th.-O~-gh V'Pter. eicrobos 

licrobes (%icknrac-)Knm-ledq@I 
I-.i . d whn , A-L.r is boiled..ore 

nbetr to SiI-neWss. * te 
Sm~ll 	 childr-n -r m,,rAttitude: 

ene-.
A -frie.nd or An 

- tgee, g:rb iSLQe Cr,@ plAce. -r 0-" iF ieg
130hLOaSbJzge 

r I. Qr a
 
Kno-.aleIcc 
 1i car t11cI . . *92jc~. .e w re t 

wah -ruitDahavo,' Food - Prot-cL -Pro. -lies. 	 di vtsID V flies. wh., handled t*0-

': rood cn Lgcoe
Kno-lad 


r when r10 r ed b., 0 ir Y 
*,nd whcn coweored - rt,. 

cL.a-CQ, 	 CoA~~~~~~~~~2 tLI%.c 

nrot use baby bottleS 
- Clean and dry t.ell do 	 .f 

U4en-.Il5
Bwha vto 


pc,%%I blo-

c.n IL-ad to, S i a 1,0%%. bottleC ca CauSo 
Dirty utenvils 

drInL., -fro. & COP.Kr~ow.dq.. 
a -fi..-onth old to t~y candiarrhea , 	

-'Qey good. C2ean wtmsils are healthier 
are not73a^' bottles
tti td 	 a 

t . .e than dirty ,te, il5. 

-. ecoeat~r. *r,,, iarrhea 

th symDoomOr. diarrhoa

h~m#ng and all lj'winQ th-,r-,s reedc -.,dtgvrBe-ha~..nr Recoqnite 


cshv~drat'.On.
Pr-C&cSU c-f 


to ti-.
 

r h d ti n C4r. roL'. dath.
.AttitLdaU 

- ORS. hom-n ad. racir s. tepas
RehYdr.ztilon
Doha.'orr 
 r r ds. 	 ta. bard ways o-f 
Licnid lot 

Odiitrh %alt and s "sareob abscrptlor..PT. 


he20 o a~ V~ick rhild ".011.
 
.nd 

canAttitm.d4 O1FS 
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with diarrhea.
children
- ContinlU fwwdlnqFwdingBwha%'iorS 	 d". toth-t they h#v0 lot 

KflOw~~Wd9S 


t0 .e ltw.lth
Ch1Oidren need ood t 


* .. g ch l . 1 2 t'.Co-. sic$" #9.1

- d Ing do.% rot 
Con wot dkiring thi, illne-, 


Sick children
Attit,,d.' 


do "&rm 
 to . 1cl . ch id 

revealed
behaviors
knowledge. attitudes, and 
Analysis of the 

the final lessons.
 

were used to structure 

six common themes that 


of all
the completion

to be achieved after 


Learning objectives 

each theme as 
follows:
 

were defined for
lessons 


TABLE 2.
 
I. Diarrhea.
- ModuleStrand
Learning Objectives by 


STUDENT SHOLILD:
 
RADIO HEALTH MODULE, THE
OF THEBY COMPLE]ION 

The Concept of Being Healthy.
1. 

being healthy.
Know five characteristics of 


2. 	 Causes of Diarrhea.
 
diarrhea.
Identify six causal agents of 


and Dehydration.
3. Diarrhea 

and dehydration.
of diarrhea
the symptoms
Recognize 

of dehydration.
probable consequence
the cause and
Explain 
 seek medical
and when to 


how to prevent dehydration
Know 


advice.
 

Recuperation.
4. 	 Rehydration and 

administer 
it, and the
 

ORS, how to

Know where to get 


with diarrhea.
a child 

of liquid you must give


amount 

homemade recipes using
 

how to prepare ORS and 

Demonstrate 


Describe how to adapt teas 
for rehydration.
 

correct measures. 


Explain the importance of 
continued 	feeding for sick 

children.
 

5. Good Habits.
 
avoid getting diarrheai
 five good habits
Explain 	 to 


6. Child-to-Child.
 can help

of how older children 


Give specific examples 	
from
recover 


prevent diarrhea, help them 

younger children 


teach them about hygiene.
diarrhea, or 


was
the Radio Health curriculum
developing
.The final step in 
of all knowledge, practices. and 

the presentation
to sequence 

of an oral rehydration


the preparation
For example,
attitudes. 
 the child knows the
 
should not be taught until 
solution (lesson 5) 
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difference between clean and contaminated water (lesson 4), and
 

ways of purifying water (lesson 4). Other prerequisite knowledge
 

and sk 1Ils includE understanding of the causes, syrptoms, and
 

results of severe dehydration (lesson 2) and the concept of
 

rehydration (lesson 3). The most important concepts were
 

over several lessons. an0 practical activities were
rein'orced 
taLJOht ira the Postbroadcast session. Table 3 illustrates the final 

curriculIm Clutline aeveloped by the health team. 

TABLE ,
 

*.,onternt Outline - Mocule 1. 
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Diarrhea
 

Implementation.
 

built upon the operationa1
The Radio Health module 

Education Project.infrastructure already in place under the Radio 

to field-test the IRI health
ten-lesson
Schools participating in REP June.were used field-tested th wmodule. Between April and REP 

and five fifth-grade
Radio Health module in five fourth-grade 


These classrooms represented urban,classrooms in Cochabamba. 
rural schools with students from diverse social,


suburban, and 

backgrounds. ApprO~imatelY 450 primary

cultural, and economic 

of Quechua heritage, participated in the


school children, mostly 

teachers and administrators were 
trained
field-test; and 20 school 


Although the
in the use of the interactive-radio health programs. 


the health programs were
math lessons arce broadcast over the radio, 


tested using cassettes for maximum control.
 

was used once a week and consisted of a 25 minuteEach lesson 
by a 20 minute period for teacher-led


recorded program followed also developed through the
instruction. A teachers' guide 


project provided teachers with practical hands-on activities to
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strengthen children's understanding of basic health concepts.
 

involve family participation.
Take-home exercises were 	desioned to 


A brief, one-day orientation session was designed to train
 

teachers in the use of the interactive-health programs. Special
 

the postbroadcast
attention was given to helping teachers conduct 


activities. Individual and fCcus-Qroup 
interviews were conducted 

as part of tne training session to document teachers attitudes 

towards the intervention, and to assist an tailoring the post

broadcast activities to participant nieeds and Tavailable resources. 

Fnllnlw-up Int.ervjews were cnndcICted thrnunhotit implementati(on. 

Evaua tion. 

The field evaluation was 	 designed to get an urderstandanq of 

wiether interactive-radio can DC used to effectively teach Lipoer

primary-school students easily applicable health concepts and 

behaviors. Formative evaluation was used on a regular b:sis to 

monitor the technical quality of the interactive-radio lessons, 

while summative evaluation was used to validate the impact of the
 

group interviews were
instructional intervention, and focus 


employed to gauge overall acceptance of the Radio Health program.
 

Formative Evaluation.
 

ha been used
Wherever interactive radio instruction 


have responded with enthusiasm.
throughout the world, children 


Nevertheless, regular visits to classrooms using the radio programs
 

of the evaluation plan in
 were considered an important component 


order to assess the teachers' utilization of the programs and the
 

students* response. Trained observers visited an average of three
 

to gather information on the:
participating classrooms 	every week 


(a) 	 audio quality of the programs including sound effects
 

and voices.
 

(b) 	 pacing of the instructional material,
 

(c) 	 appropriateness of the language,
 

(d) 	 timino of the pauses.
 

(e) 	 level of studen:/teacher involvement,
 

the radio lessons or printed support material,
(f) 	 errors in 


(g) 	 clarity of instruction, and
 

(h) 	 student interest in and understanding of important
 

concepts taught by the radio.
 

to make changes in future lessons.
These observations were used 


Formative evaluation was 	Particularly helpful in identifying
 

using the lesson guides. Our first
problems that teachers had in 


three guides were four pages each and consisted of instructions for
 

the radio program, and the postbroadcast
the teacher relating to 


the third week, it became evident that many
session. By the end of 


teachers were not readinq the material prior to health class, and
 

1C)
 



guard during certain participatory
were therefore caught off 


activities. Testing the hypothesis that teachers were biased
 

against using support material in front of their students, we made
 

format of the next five guides including
various changes to the 

reducing their length to two pages, using large print that could
 

read at a distance, and presenting the teacher-led
be easily 

postbroadcast activity first. When this did produce the
not 


the rule of the
desired results, a decision was made To minimize 

ten, 1,e included ateacher during lesson nine, and in lessor, 

a guide for the teacher.worksheet -for each studert rather than 

In the end, we concluded that teachers may have difficulty usinq 

their guides because they are urilami iiar with this teaching method 

and do not appreciate the importance of reinforcing concepts in the 

postbroadcAst sessicon. More emphaais on t',e teachers guide duran.
 

teacher training may be aDle to resolve tnis problem.
 

Summative Evaluation.
 

The purpose of the summative evaluation was to measure the
 

effectiveness of the Radio Health curriculum in terms of learning
 

outcomes and behavior change among the children, and to assess the
 

re~ction of parents and teachers. Prior to initiation of the radio
 

lessons, more than 400 students in all tEn classrooms were given
 

the pretest. Each student's age, sex, first language, position in
 

family, and caretaking responsibility was also recorded. Upon
 

completion of the ten-lesson module, the same test was administered
 

a second time. The test was derived from the learning oojectives
 

developed for each theme and reflected the type of test 
most
 

commonly used at the upper-primary-school level. It consisted of
 

47 questions including fill-in-the-blank, true/false, multiple
 

choice, and short answer. Pretesting was conducted in La Paz, and
 

the final version was recorded on cassette to avoid any variance
 

in administration.
 

The results indicate improvement between the pretest and the
 

posttest (Table 4). in particular, there were five areas in which
 

we were able to note highly significant gains (p<.001) in student
 

knowledge over the course of the pilot.5 These include:
 

(a) 	 Knowing the amount of liquid that an infant or child with
 

diarrhea should drink (pretest=22%, posttest=89%)
 

(b) 	 Understanding the correlation between bottle feeding and
 

frequent diarrhea (pretest-43,., posttest= 7 2%)
 

(c) 	 RecoQnizing one or more symptoms of dehydration in a
 

drawine of a baby (pretest=2%, posttest=80%)
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can
(d) 	 Identifying one or more ways in which older children 


help younger children with diarrhea (pretest=40%,
 

posttest=BO% ) 

(e) 	 Describing how to mix homemade ORT correctly (pretest=l%,
 

posttest=4qb*)
 

TABLE A.
 

S,.nlrnqarvof Scores -5'-ace.
01veraQe rest 


4th GRADE 	 5TH GRADE
 
N . CURREC1 N % CORRECI 

214 57/Pretest 224 51. 

19 76.
Posttest 211 70. 

suggest that the radio
Observations by parents and teachers 


lessons had a positive impact on children's attitudes and
 

children had talked
behaviors. Many parents mentioned that their 


about "healtn class" at nome. Several parents noted that their
 

children have become more responsible for their own health (more
 

and others talked about their
motivated about hand washing); 

filters for the household and paying
chi!dren constructing water 


the hands and bottles of their younger
more 	attention to washing 


brothers and sisters. Two teachers reported that their schools had
 

in the radio
also adopted the water purification techniques taugr,t 


Most important, children are
lessons for their main water supply. 


beginning to understand the concept of "being healthy".
 

The attitudes of teachers and parents towards tne Radio Health
 

were documentEd throucM focus-group interviews and by

lessons 


the field trial. In ceneral. teachers
questionnaires at the end of 
the were effective in teaching childrencommented that lessons 


basic health concepts and practices, easily managed in the
 
for enhancing their
c'iassroom, and perceived as a useful tool 

The abilityability to teach difficult subjects such as health. 


prescribed behaviors, and their potential
of children to adopt tne 


to teaci these to other family members became evident through our
 

to the messages
interviews with parents. Parents seemed open 

brought home by the children and also collaborated in the 

home 	water filters, in the end, parents requested
construction of 


that 	 the orocirams be broadcast in the evening so that they could 

in tne lessons with other Tamily members.
participate 


CONCLUS3I 0N.
 



teach
 

mathematics, science, and language to primary-school children in
 

II countries around the world. In 198, Bolivia became the first
 

country to test the feasibility of LIsing 'his powerful 

instructional methodology in the area rn health educ-.tion. Through 

this experience we learned that chi ldren can be taught basic 

health-care concepts and behaviors, provided they are presented in 

a context that is socially and culturally relevant to the target 

audience. We also discovered that young children can be used as 

catalysts to transmit health related practices and knowledge to 

other famlIy members. lnterviews with parents demonstrated teir
 

acceptance of the health-education intervention as well as their
 

desire to particip-ate in the Padio Health proorams.
 

Since 1974, interactive radio has been used to 


Based on the strerQth of the pilot results, LISAiDiBiivia has 

committed itself to continued support for Radio Education Proects 

development of additional modules for third through fifth grades 

in primary school . and sixth grade in junior high school. Areas 

of expressed interest include accident prevention and first aid,
 

nutrition, environmental protection, narcotics education, and sex
 

education. In the meantime, REP begun broadcasting the Radio 

Health pilot module over 18 radio stations in five of Boliviais 

nine Departments. 
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